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“Our minds treat stories differently 
than other types of material. People 

find stories interesting, easy to 
understand, and easy to remember.”

The Reading Mind, Daniel Willingham, 2017 

teaching books



“Both storytelling and story reading have been found to be successful 

educational strategies that create significant improvements in language 

acquisition in young children (Lucarevschi, 2016; Miller & Pennycuff, 2008; Speaker et 

al., 2004); improve their oral or spoken language (Cooper, 2009; Cremin et al., 2018; 

Isbell et al., 2004; Typadi & Hayon,2010) [and] develop reading comprehension 

(Craig et al., 2001; Haven & Ducey, 2007)” 

Storytelling in Early Childhood Education, M. Rahiem, 2021 

The importance of stories



• Schools who score highly in the Phonics Screening Check note that 
building a love of stories and reading plays a big part in their success 
(DfE, 2021).

• 2019 survey by the Literacy Trust found that children who enjoy 
reading were up to three times more likely to have higher than 
expected reading levels for their ages, and those who read daily are 
twice as likely to be above average in reading.

• Since the 1960s, research has repeatedly shown that reading for 
pleasure is an indicator of reading ability. In fact, it was suggested in 
an international study that reading enjoyment and ability have more 
impact on children’s overall education than socio-economic factors. 

The importance of stories



• 120 stage-specific decodable reading books that run alongside the scheme. These 
can be easily identified by their 'Decodable Reading Scheme' logos on the front 
cover and their chapter-specific colour coding. 

• 12 pages long with five pages of decodable text, followed by a 'Questions About 
the Story' page for adults and, from Chapter 2 onwards, 'Key Vocabulary' page 
for the children to use before reading the story. The volume of text on each page 
increases as the scheme progresses. In some of the texts there are colour-coded 
speech bubbles from Bumble – these are notes for adults and are non-decodable. 

• Practising with such decodable texts will help to make sure children experience 
success and effectively develop phonic strategies. This is in line with the DfE
Reading Framework (2021) and Ofsted Inspection Handbook (2021) which state 
that the sequence of reading books should show a cumulative progression in 
phonic knowledge that is matched closely to the school’s phonics programme. 

The importance of storiesDecodable Reading Scheme





• The twenty Chapter 1 books are pre-readers. These are 
stories that can be understood without needing text. 

• The Chapter 2 books begin at the end of Set 2, as there are 
very few decodable words available before then. They include 
two 'Share with me, non-fiction' stories in Set 5 

• Chapter 3 includes 'Anna's Bath' which focuses on 'a' as /ar/, 
including regional variations. 

• Chapter 4a includes, among others, decodable books which 
focus on split digraphs. Chapter 4b contains two fully 
decodable non-fiction books 

Decodable Reading Scheme



The Simple View of Reading

The Reading Framework: Teaching the Foundations of Literacy by the Department for Education (2021) 



Additional Comprehension Strategies

‘The 6 domains focus on the comprehension aspect of reading 

and not the mechanics: decoding, fluency, prosody etc. As 

such, VIPERS is not a reading scheme but rather a method of 

ensuring that teachers ask, and students are familiar with, a 

range of questions. They allow the teacher to track the type 

of questions asked and the children’s responses to these which 

allows for targeted questioning afterwards.’ (Literacy Shed)

https://www.literacyshedplus.com/en-us/browse/free-resources/vipers-discussion-guides

Click here for free VIPERS resources from Literacy Shed +

https://www.literacyshedplus.com/en-us/browse/free-resources/vipers-discussion-guides


https://www.literacyshedblog.com/uploads/1/2/5/7/12572836/ks1_reading_vipers.pdf

https://www.literacyshedblog.com/uploads/1/2/5/7/12572836/ks1_reading_vipers.pdf


• 1. First, look at the front cover and any pictures. Discuss what the story might be 
about and talk about what the story might be about. 

• 2. Look at the author and illustrator. Read the HFWs and CEWs on the first page, 
try making this fun by doing them in silly voices, high and low pitched, loud and 
quiet.

• 3. Read the story, pupil to read out loud and use ‘Sound It , Squash It, Say It’ for 
blending words. Can they relate any of their past experiences to parts of the story?

• 4. At the end of the book there will be comprehension questions to discuss together. 
See if they can find the part in the book which answers the question.

How to Read a Phonics Shed Book 



• Turn taking

• Reading together

• Going through and spotting certain GPCs

• Teaching pupils about how to look after books

• Naming parts of the book

• Reading to Joe the puppet

• Reading in a special place 

Other ideas



• Decodable books can also be assigned to the children in e-book format through the 
Phonics Shed Hub. 

• You may wish to assign e- books as a non-contact and paper free way of sending home 
reading. Alternatively, paper copies of the reading scheme can be purchased 

Decodable Reading Scheme online

https://www.edshed.com/en-gb/homework


Info for parents

https://www.edshed.com/en-gb/resource/phonics-shed---resource---parent-leaflet-en-gb

https://www.edshed.com/en-gb/resource/phonics-shed---resource---parent-leaflet-en-gb


140 teaching books 120 decodable books

Making Connections

These Phonics Shed character-based stories also cover many other important and relatable themes, such as emotions, social skills, 
mental health and self-care. This allows the children to identify with the characters and engage at a deeper level. They can also help 
children address their own thoughts and feelings by talking about the stories and the issues raised in them. 



1) Recap flashcards with focus GPC in the book and HFWs and CEWs on the first page.

2) Look at the cover of the book and the pictures, predict what will happen. Can you see 
any characters you already know?

3) Model using ‘Sound It, Squash It, Say It’ to read the first page of the book.

4) Reading – might take different forms. All chn fingers to follow text and all read 
together, turn taking or in pairs. Depending on the story you may discuss expression 
in speech bubbles or speech marks/ punctuation used. Maybe have a particular 
VIPERS focus.

5) Some ideas on what to observe: decoding, fluency, expression, ability to follow text, 
confidence, pronunciation.

6) Discuss the comprehension questions as a group to gauge their understanding of the 
text. 

7) Can they retell the story?

Reading in a Group

Could have the 
VIPERS cards in front 
of you to give ideas 
for questions to ask 
to ensure different 
areas are covered. 



•Teacher hub

•Resources, assignments and games

•Any questions


